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#ourNCTstory
built on great governance

Our vision is of a world in which no parent is isolated and all parents are supported to build a
strong society.
So we start at the beginning.
Our mission is to support parents through the first thousand days, to have the best possible
experience of pregnancy, birth and early parenthood.
We do so through three interconnected aims:
Sharing knowledge – informing parents’ decisions;
Creating networks – forging vital friendships; and
Harnessing voices – changing public policy and attitudes for good.
Since 1956, we have supported millions of women and parents through birth and early
parenthood whilst also securing major advances in professional practice and public policy.
Yet we know that many more people could benefit from NCT than do at present.
And we know we can do more to support parents after the birth of their child.
So now, sixty years from our foundation, NCT is committed to going further.
Building on, not away from our roots. So that we’re here for all parents. Across the first
thousand days.
And to achieve this and fulfil our full potential, we commit to five core goals for the decade
ahead:
Strengthening our core work in antenatal education and infant feeding;
Increasing our reach into less affluent communities and to parents at greater risk of
isolation;
Expanding the support we provide to parents postnatally;
Modernising our public image to ensure we are seen as consistently relevant and trusted
in all sections of society;
Being the best we can be - building a brilliant organisation to support our incredible
movement of volunteers and practitioners.
This is #ourNCTstory
To ensure we are able to achieve our ambitious plans we need a foundation of strong
governance. So this handbook sets out how we set about being the best governed charity we
can be…
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Introduction
Why
Our governance handbook was written in late 2017 and early 2018.
We wrote it following a review of governance at NCT undertaken by Andrew Hind CB, formerly
chief executive of the Charity Commission, in March 2017.
One of the key findings was that there is a “surprising” and “excessive” “amount of detail and
complexity in NCT’s governance arrangements. In particular, too much emphasis has been
placed on rules, procedures and structures, and not enough on developing the culture and
behaviours that encourage effective and focused decision-making.”
Recommendation 11 (of 14) related specifically to written governance documents: “The
Articles of Association, Bye-Laws and Standing Orders collectively total 46 pages of process
and rules that the Board and executive must comply with. It is important to have careful
codification of governance rules and processes but there would be merit in thinning them
down considerably and consolidating everything into fewer more-easily-understood
documents.”
In August 2017, Trustees agreed to implement this recommendation by developing this
handbook to replace the existing Bye-Laws and Standing Orders.
This handbook is intended to have binding effect as the Bye-laws of NCT pursuant to Article 19
of the Articles of Association.

Using this handbook
Article 17.1 of NCT’s Articles of Association (referred to as “the Articles” throughout this
handbook) provides that, subject to the provisions of the Companies Act and the Articles, the
Trustees may regulate their proceedings as they see fit.
This handbook combines, updates and replaces NCT’s Standing Orders and Byelaws. It should
be used in conjunction with NCT’s Articles. If there is any ambiguity between this handbook
and the Articles, the Articles take precedence.
This handbook does not cover every circumstance and eventuality that may arise. In the case of
exceptional or unforeseen events, Trustees are entitled to govern NCT as they judge to be in
the Charity’s best interests subject to the Articles, the laws of the land.
The handbook is reviewed by the Company Secretary and Chair annually, with any changes
proposed to the full Board of Trustees for approval.
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Trustees’ duties and responsibilities
Trustees hold ultimate accountability and legal responsibility for a charity’s management and
administration.
Charities exist to fulfil their charitable purpose. A Trustee’s core role therefore is to ensure that
the charity’s aims and objectives are being delivered both effectively and sustainably, for the
public benefit.
At all times, the Board’s responsibility is to NCT’s beneficiaries. Trustees also have duties of
care to NCT members, volunteers, practitioners, students, staff, supporters and partners.
Trustees cannot, and should not, do everything. They do not make every decision regarding the
daily running of the charity. Rather, they must be confident that the charity’s leadership,
planning and reporting structures enable robust and well-informed decision-making. Trustees
delegate authority, but not ultimate responsibility.
The Board of Trustees should function as an effective team, with an appropriate balance of
skills, experience and knowledge. Trustees will not always agree. They should, however, accept
and resolve any differing views with professionalism, always prioritising the best interest of
the charity. As an effective team, Trustees should feel safe to suggest, question, challenge, and
address, rather than avoid, difficult topics.
Individual Trustees are not there to represent the interests or views of any particular
stakeholder group at Board level. A Trustee’s duty is to their charity as a whole and its
beneficiaries, although they are accountable to stakeholders - including members - and their
views should always be considered. Essentially, Trustees must act in the best interests of the
charity at all times.
Ultimately, whilst clear, transparent processes are essential, good governance depends more
on Trustee and Board behaviours, and on principles not rules.
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Legal responsibilities
Trustees have a legal responsibility to act in their charity’s best interests, to manage the
charity’s resources responsibly, and to act with reasonable care and skill. Trustees must deal
with conflicts of interest with transparency, implement appropriate financial controls, carefully
manage any risk to the charity’s assets, beneficiaries and reputation, and take appropriate
advice where necessary.
Trustees who act in breach of these legal duties can be held personally or collectively
responsible for consequences that flow from such a breach and for any loss that the charity
incurs as a result.
It is each Trustee’s responsibility to find out about their legal duties. The Charity Commission’s
‘The Essential Trustee’1 offers further guidance. Trustees should ensure that they are familiar
with this key guidance.
All new Trustees will be made aware of this guidance and the Charity Commission’s guidance on
the public benefit2 as part of the induction process, and are expected to be familiar with this to
ensure that they fully understand their duties and responsibilities.
NCT Trustees must comply with the law and the charity’s governing document, our Articles of
Association. They must therefore be fully familiar with the content of NCT’s Articles.

1
2

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-essential-trustee-what-you-need-to-know-cc3
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/public-benefit-an-overview
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Trustees’ code of conduct
NCT Trustees are expected to conduct themselves with professionalism and to act in the
charity’s best interests. The Trustees’ Code of Conduct sets out the standards and behaviours
expected by NCT from NCT’s Board of Trustees (individually and collectively) when acting on
behalf of, or representing, the charity. By agreeing to act as a trustee of NCT, Trustees agree to
be bound by the terms of NCT’s Trustee Code of Conduct.
NCT’s Trustees’ Code of Conduct is set out in Appendix 1.

Conflicts of interest (including conflicts of loyalty)
Trustees owe a duty of loyalty to the charity and must always act in its best interests. Failure
to do so may constitute a breach of trust and may result in the Trustee being personally liable.
Trustees must act in accordance with the charity’s Articles (Article 18 deals with conflicts of
interest and Article 6 with trustee benefits) and must properly manage situations where there
may be a conflict of interest.
All existing and new Trustees receive a copy of NCT’s Conflicts of Interest Policy and shall be
deemed to have accepted it.
NCT’s Conflicts of Interest Policy is set out in Appendix 2 and template Declaration of Conflicts
of Interest Form is set out in Appendix 3.
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NCT membership
Eligibility
Our Articles (9.3) are clear that anyone who supports our aims and objectives is eligible to
apply to become a member. The Articles (9.1) are also clear that Trustees have discretion to
decide who may be admitted to membership and so, for the avoidance of doubt, there is no
obligation to accept applicants. Trustees might decide not to accept a member for a variety of
reasons: for example, if they are involved in an organisation or activity or have made public
statements that are in conflict with NCT’s objects or interests.

Joint memberships
Two people living at the same address can be joint members. Each is a member in their own
right and each has one vote.

Members’ rights
Members, unless they wish not to be, are members of their local NCT branch.
Members, and only members, have the right to be Trustees. Non-members may apply to be
appointed Trustees but must become members if appointed. All Trustees must maintain their
membership throughout their term as Trustee.

General meetings
As Article 10.1 sets out, an Annual General Meeting must be held once in every calendar year.
The Chair and Company Secretary working with the relevant staff colleagues shall ensure that,
as far as reasonably practicable, the AGM is conducted in a format and with sufficient time for
members to raise questions and matters of interest with the Board and executive team. At the
AGM, the members shall discuss and vote upon any resolutions specified in the notice to the
AGM, in accordance with the provisions in Article 12. A resolution shall pass when it receives
the requisite percentage of members voting in favour of it. Ordinary resolutions must be
passed by over 50%, with special resolutions being passed by at least 75%.
While non-binding, if during the AGM other issues are raised and voted on by the members
(which, for the avoidance of doubt, are not company law resolutions of the members but are
indications of the opinion / recommendations of the members present), the Trustees will
consider the decision of the vote at a full Board meeting and report on the issue at the next
AGM.
Trustees may call a General Meeting at any time, giving at least 14 clear days’ notice unless the
Companies Act requires a longer notice period. Trustees must call a General Meeting where the
relevant requirements set out in the Companies Act are met.
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As Article 11 sets out, members must receive notice of the AGM and General Meetings and
associated documents, in accordance with the communications provisions in Article 22.

Suspending and removing membership
Article 9.5 makes clear that membership ceases automatically if the membership subscription
is not paid within three months of the due date.
Article 9.7 makes clear that membership can be removed for conduct that is in conflict with
NCT’s objects or interests provided the procedure set out in that Article is followed.
Article 9.7(b) provides that the Trustees’ decision to remove or restore membership is final,
provided that the member has been given the requisite 28 days to appeal against the
suspension of their membership and that the correct procedure under Article 9.7 is followed.
Conduct inimical to the objects or interests of NCT will include (but is not limited to):
•
Any fraud or theft of NCT funds or other property
•
Significant loss or mismanagement of NCT funds, property or other assets
•
Knowing or persistent breach of data protection responsibilities after due warning
•
Persistent failure after due warning to comply with other legal obligations in the
conduct of the charity’s business
•
Conduct likely to cause significant damage to the charity’s reputation or in conflict
with the charity’s aims and objects
•
Persistent failure after due warning to comply with the charity’s policies, standards
and guidelines
•
Unauthorised use for private benefit of the charity’s name, trademarks, or other
intellectual property
•
Physical or verbal abuse or mistreatment of the charity’s beneficiaries, other
members, or employees
•
Known or alleged links to a proscribed organisation under the Terrorism Act 2000
or to unlawful activities
•
Any other actions or conduct which could damage the reputation or goodwill of NCT.
In accordance with Article 9.7(a), the Chief Executive has the power to suspend membership
(thereby initiating the process by which membership may be removed). However, it is the
view of the Trustees that decisions relating to potential suspension or removal of membership
should be brought to Board for agreement, and therefore the Trustees have resolved that the
Chief Executive should not exercise this power.
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How NCT’s Board is composed
Board size and quorum
As per Article 14.2, there should be a minimum of nine and maximum of twelve Trustees.
A maximum eight Trustees are elected by the membership. A maximum four are appointed by
the Board.
Article 14.2 deals with the maximum and minimum number of Trustees who can be appointed
and elected, not the number needed to be present at a board meeting in order for the Board to
transact their business and function.
It is Article 17.10 alone which defines the quorum required for the Board, as not less than one
third of the total number of Trustees (rounded up to the nearest whole number if appropriate)
or five Trustees, whichever is greater.

Eligibility
Any candidate for election or appointment to being a Trustee must:











Be a member of NCT (at nomination for elected Trustees and at appointment for
appointed Trustees) and maintain their membership throughout their term as Trustee
Be nominated (elected Trustees only) by any two members of NCT (not including
themselves)
Fully support the objects and interests of the charity
Have signed the Election Code of Conduct (elected Trustees only) and Trustee Code of
Conduct
Support all other NCT policies
Be resident in the United Kingdom, Channel Islands or Isle of Man
Be aged over 16
Be eligible in law to be a Trustee and Company Director
Be a ‘fit and proper person’ as defined by the Charity Commission and HMRC
Have not already served two terms in the same role

Employees as Trustees
Article 6.2.9 is clear that a Trustee may receive reasonable remuneration as an employee
where prior written consent has been obtained from the Charity Commission, subject to Article
6.3. However, an employee should become a Trustee only in exceptional circumstances and
allowing candidature to go forwards requires the agreement of the Board prior to approaching
the Charity Commission.
If a family member of a Trustee or potential Trustee is or becomes an employee, this also
requires written consent from the Charity Commission and full Board approval.
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Board approval and Charity Commission consent should be obtained before the
commencement of the election, if possible.

Terms of Office
Trustees are elected or appointed for four year terms.
The President is elected for a five year term.
Trustees may serve up to two terms in each of the roles of President, appointed Trustee and
elected Trustee.
If a Trustee fails to attend two consecutive Board meetings, then the next Board meeting may
vote on whether to request the Trustee to resign. The Trustee in question cannot take part in
this vote but may attend prior to the item and make their case, or submit their case in writing
via the Chair and the Chair shall ensure it is considered. If the Board vote by majority to make a
request for resignation it shall not be refused.
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Skills, experience, diversity and geography
The Nominations and Remuneration Committee are responsible for assessing the current
Board’s skills, experience and diversity.
The Nominations and Remuneration Committee will also consider geographic distribution of
current Trustees. As per Article 14.3, they will endeavour to ensure that at least one Trustee is
resident, at the time of their nomination, in each of the four nations of the UK. Trustees will
satisfy themselves that the charity has taken all reasonable steps through elections and
appointments to bring forward candidates from across the UK. There is no absolute obligation
to ensure that at least one Trustee is resident in each of Northern Ireland, Scotland, Wales and
England.
The Nominations and Remuneration Committee is also responsible for ensuring that (as per
Article 6.3(c)) that a majority of Trustees must have received no payments from the charity
either as employees or supplier.
Taking account of all these considerations, together with retirements, the Nominations and
Remuneration Committee oversee the election and appointment of Trustees as set out below.

Trustee elections and appointments
There are six straightforward stages to elections.
Trustees prepare
At their spring meeting, the Nominations and Remuneration Committee will consider how
many vacancies are to be filled (with effect from the end of the next AGM) by election, based on
term limits or any notice given by a Trustee of their intention to stand down prior to their end
of term.
The Committee will also establish (on the basis of their consideration of skills, experience,
diversity, geographic distribution and any existing financial relationships) whether they
believe the Board requires any key characteristics in terms of new Trustees.
Call for candidates
The Committee will then communicate to all members both the number of vacancies and any
particular characteristics that are being sought in a call for candidates.
In the interests of member democracy, we want as wide a selection of suitable candidates to
stand as possible.
Trustees, staff and all members may freely encourage individuals to consider standing as a
candidate.
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The number of vacancies for elected positions in any election is the number established at the
time of making the number known to all members in the call for candidates. If a vacancy
emerges after this point then if Trustees wish to they can make an additional appointment to
the Board following the procedure in Article 14.4.
Expressions of interest
Potential candidates are asked to register their interest in standing for election.
They then receive a package of information in the manner appointed Trustees applying for the
role would – as we do for applicants to paid positions. Typically this would include our strategy
and annual plan and budget; and the Governance Handbook. Opportunities will be created to
meet with members of the Board, Executive and Leadership Teams. Potential candidates may
also be invited to attend the summer Board meeting. The aim is to fully understand the role,
time required, characteristics being sought and any other questions that can help them decide
whether to stand.
The Committee will ensure that there is a period of at least 42 days between the call for
candidates and expressions of interest deadline.
Nominations
After the close of the expressions of interest stage, nominations must be received within 14
days.
To stand for election, a candidate must submit a nomination form, supported by two members,
and confirm in writing that they meet the eligibility criteria. This will be returned to the
Company Secretary who, with the Chair of the Nominations and Remuneration Committee, will
confirm eligibility within 14 days.
In the nomination form, potential candidates also set out their skills, experience, background,
why they wish to serve as a Trustee and how they believe they can add to the Board. In their
nomination form candidates must also identify if they have previously received payments from
the Charity either as an employee or in exchange for any goods or services supplied to the
charity.
To be considered to stand, nomination forms must be submitted with completed and signed
copies of NCT’s:
•
Declaration for fit and proper persons forms
•
Election code of conduct (Appendix 4)
•
Declaration of conflict of interest form (Appendix 3)
Where a conflict of interest is identified, Trustees must give careful consideration to the matter
and determine if the candidate is eligible to stand for election.
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Candidates campaigning
Details of all candidates will be made available on the website and all members will be notified
that the election is open and sent a link to the website.
Candidate information will make clear whether a candidate is standing for a first or second
term. If they are standing for a second or subsequent term, their attendance record will be
included in their candidate information.
If a candidate has previously served as an appointed Trustee, this will also be made clear.
The website will also set out any key characteristics the Nominations and Remuneration
Committee believe the Board requires in terms of new Trustees but will not recommend or
signify preference for any individual candidates. Trustees have a right of reply, e.g. to clarify
factually inaccurate statements made during campaigning.
Candidates can campaign freely though must act fairly and respectfully to fellow candidates
and the wider NCT movement. They must not spend any NCT funds, and to ensure a level
playing field should not engage in any paid-for online media/advertising.
The nomination form which would-be candidates sign makes this clear and candidates will be
asked to confirm in writing immediately after the election closes, prior to the publication of
results, that they have followed the election rules and acted within the election code of
conduct.
Members electing
The election will be open for at least 42 days and not more than 84 days.
It must close at least 3 and not more than 14 days before the AGM.
Information on the website published at the start of the election will make clear when the
election closes and that any votes received after this deadline will not be valid.
All members have one vote each and we use single transferable voting. The election is
conducted by electronic ballet using an independent election organisation. In the event of there
being a tie, the result will be determined by lot.
In the event that the election returns candidates who put the Board in breach of Article 6.3 (so
that a majority of Trustees would be employed or paid for services by NCT) that candidate will
be eliminated from the count and alternative preference votes will be distributed.
Votes are counted when the election closes and the Company Secretary informs the Chair of the
Nominations and Remuneration Committee as to the results. Candidates confirm to the
Company Secretary that they have campaigned within the election code of conduct and election
rules. Candidates are then informed as to whether or not they have been elected on the
understanding that they will keep this information confidential until it is announced at the
AGM. Any breach of confidentiality will result in disqualification.
Trustees assume office at the end of the AGM.
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Electing the President
The process for electing the President is the same as for any other elected Trustee.
Appointed Trustees
The Nominations and Remuneration Committee will also recommend Trustees for
appointment to the full Board who will vote on whether to appoint up to four Trustees to the
Board.
Other than in exceptional circumstances it is expected that an open recruitment process will be
used to appoint Trustees. This may, although there is no absolute obligation, involve the
Nominations and Remuneration Committee engaging a professional search agency to support
the recruitment of appointed Trustees.
The Nominations and Remuneration Committee will usually form the shortlisting or interview
panel and may ask other Trustees to join the panel (and thus in effect the Committee for that
period) as they judge desirable or necessary. It is expected that if at all possible the panel will
then, as the Nominations and Remuneration Committee, make a recommendation to full Board.
It is seen as over-complicated to have a panel making recommendations to Committee making
recommendations to Board.
Selection criteria will be clearly set out and based on the Nominations and Remuneration
Committee’s assessment of skills, experience, diversity and geography.
The Nominations and Remuneration Committee also recommend to Board whether or not an
appointed Trustee should be appointed to a second term. Again, any appointment is
determined by a full Board vote.
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Role descriptions
Review
All role descriptions should be reviewed by the Nominations and Remuneration Committee
every two years, with any proposed changes being recommended to the full Board for
adoption.
Trustees
Together with all other Trustees, to take overall responsibility for the direction and control of
the charity by carrying out the Trustee key duties and complying with the Trustee legal
responsibilities as explained at pages 6-7 of this handbook, in particular in the following ways:














Setting clear strategy, policy and long-term direction, and reviewing performance
against agreed goals and targets;
Agreeing clear delegation of authority and responsibility for the charity’s management
and administration within agreed strategic and operational plans and budgets to the
Chief Executive and executive team;
Taking decisions on those matters reserved to the Board;
Ensuring that the charity complies with its Articles of Association, with charity and
company law, and with any other legal and regulatory requirements relevant to NCT’s
activities;
Ensuring that at all times and across all activities the charity acts within and pursues its
charitable objects, and delivers the charitable outcomes for the public benefit for which
it has been set up;
Ensuring that the assets and resources of the charity (including its money, property,
brand and reputation) are safeguarded and protected; and that the charity is and will
remain solvent;
Setting policies for the proper management of the charity’s staff, self-employed workers,
and volunteers; to appoint the Chief Executive and review his or her performance;
Acting reasonably and prudently in all matters relating to the charity, using any
knowledge and skill he or she may have to help the Board of Trustees or its committees
reach sound decisions, obtaining appropriate professional advice where required;
Contributing fully and actively to the collective work and decision-making of the Board
of Trustees;
Acting with integrity; and at all times in the best interests of the charity as a whole, and
of the charity’s present and future beneficiaries;
To act as an ambassador for NCT, recognising that you are representing the Board of
Trustees and NCT at all times and where speaking at public events or media interviews
ensuring appropriate liaison with NCT’s communications team;
Avoiding situations where any personal or family interests or loyalties may conflict with
those of the charity, or compromise my objectivity in decision-making; and
Complying with the Code of Conduct for Trustees and the Conflict of Interest Policy, and
all other provisions set out in this handbook.
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President
Purpose
The President is a Trustee and shares equal legal and corporate responsibility with the other
Trustees for the effective governance of NCT in the best interests of its beneficiaries.
In addition, the President holds an ambassadorial role, both within the charity and externally.
Their role is to help inspire the NCT movement of volunteers, practitioners, staff, members and
supporters, and to engage external audiences to get involved and support NCT’s mission.
Responsibilities
The President has all of the responsibilities of an individual Trustee, plus the following
additional responsibilities:












Engage new audiences in the work and mission of NCT, to inspire a new generation of
parents, professionals and potential funders to get involved and to support NCT’s
charitable mission;
Support the Board and executive in motivating and informing staff, volunteers,
members and Practitioners;
Uses best endeavours, while on Presidential duties, to improve the influence, income
and profile of the Charity and find new supporters for NCT;
On high profile occasions attend major events in a ceremonial role supported by staff
Welcome guests and visitors at NCT conferences and events;
As advised by the Board and executive bestow certificates, rewards, awards,
recognition and thanks to members and supporters;
Maintain contact with our Patron, sustaining their interest and influence to the benefit
of the Charity;
Undertake external engagements and high profile activities at the request of the Board
or Chief Executive;
Participate in working groups as requested by the Board or Chief Executive;
Report regularly to the Board on activities undertaken on behalf of NCT;
To carry out any other roles, responsibilities or duties otherwise agreed by the Board.
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Chair
Purpose
The Chair is the most senior Trustee and representative of the Board. Their role is to provide
leadership and direction to the charity’s Board, guiding and supporting Trustees in fulfilling
their responsibilities for the overall governance and strategic direction of the organisation.
The Chair will meet regularly with, support, motivate, constructively challenge and appraise
the Chief Executive and work with him or her to optimise the relationship between the Board
of Trustees and the executive team, while maintaining appropriate role boundaries.
The Chair will work with the Company Secretary and Chief Executive to ensure that the
organisation complies with its governing document, charity law, company law and any other
relevant legislation or regulations and that NCT pursues its objects as defined in its governing
document.
Responsibilities
The Chair has all of the responsibilities of an individual Trustee, plus the following additional
responsibilities:







•





To provide leadership, management and motivation to the Board of Trustees, enabling
Trustees to fulfil their collective responsibilities for the overall governance and for
setting the charity’s strategic and long term direction and goals;
To promote a Board culture of trust, openness and integrity, working to resolve any
conflicts that may arise;
To set the agenda, prepare for and chair Board meetings effectively, facilitating all
Trustees’ contributions;
To ensure (with the support of the Company Secretary and Chief Executive) that Board
processes and procedures comply with the charity’s governing documents, and policies,
that appropriate decisions are correctly made and that proper minutes taken and
records kept;
To report to members on the performance of the charity and chair the AGM and any
other general meetings called from time to time;
To ensure that the views of all stakeholders, including beneficiaries, staff, practitioners,
volunteers, members and partners, are represented to and considered by Board;
To work closely with the Chief Executive to:
o develop the Board’s agenda
o ensure that Trustees decisions are implemented
o ensure that the charity is managed effectively, in line with agreed strategy, plans
and policies, with governing documents, and agreed delegated authority
Meet regularly with, support, motivate, constructively challenge and appraise the Chief
Executive; to lead his or her annual performance appraisal, consulting other Trustees as
appropriate, including ensuring the Chief Executive invests time in their own continuing
professional development; recommend to Nominations and Remuneration Committee
any change in Chief Executive remuneration and benefits; assist the with senior
appointments if requested, review Executive Directors’ appraisals and support
grievance and disciplinary processes as required;
In collaboration with the Chief Executive, to ensure that the Board and the executive
team are aware of and working within their respective roles and responsibilities;
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To ensure an annual evaluation of the work of the Board of Trustees takes place;
To oversee the board development plan and ensure that it addresses any development
needs identified;
To be a member ex-officio of all Board committees and working groups, and support
and advise their Chairs on their work and terms of reference;
To support, advise and guide individual Trustees to enable them to contribute as fully as
they can to the work of the Board and conduct an annual appraisal with each Trustee;
To allocate Trustees to NCT committees and to other duties as required;
To work with the President as required in carrying out her/his role;
To work in collaboration with the Chair of NCT Trading Ltd;
To carry out any other roles, responsibilities or duties specified for the Chair in the
Articles, this governance handbook, policies and agreed financial procedures or as
otherwise agreed by the Board;
Represent NCT externally, as an ambassador of the Board, to promote the charitable
objectives and work of NCT, and to internal audiences as required.
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Vice Chair
Purpose
The Vice Chair provides a sounding board for the Chair, supports the Chair in the delivery of
his or her responsibilities and serves as an intermediary for the other trustees where needed.
Responsibilities
The Vice Chair has all of the responsibilities of an individual Trustee, plus the following
additional responsibilities:
 Provide support to the Chair in any aspect of his or her duties as necessary;
 By agreement with the Chair, or if the Chair is unable to act for whatever reason,
substitute for the Chair in any capacity as required;
 To act as intermediary for the other trustees where needed;
 Attend the AGM and be available to answer relevant questions from members;
 Represent NCT externally, as an ambassador of the Board, to promote the charitable
objectives and work of NCT;
 To carry out any other roles, responsibilities or duties specified for the Vice Chair in the
Articles, this governance handbook or as otherwise agreed by the Board.
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Honorary Secretary
Purpose
The Hon. Secretary’s responsibilities are delivered primarily though their position as Chair of
the Nominations and Remuneration Committee.
Responsibilities
The Hon. Secretary has all of the responsibilities of an individual Trustee, plus the following
additional responsibilities:











Chair meetings of the Nominations and Remuneration Committee;
Agree the committee’s agenda with the Company Secretary, ensuring that it reflects the
items necessary to meet the committee’s role as determined by its terms of reference;
Ensure the committee operates within the provisions of NCT’s Governance Handbook;
Ensure adequate minutes of committee meetings are prepared;
Present reports on the committee’s activities to the Board;
Supported by the Company Secretary and members of the Nominations and
Remuneration Committee, oversee the election and appointment of new Trustees as set
out in NCT’s articles and Governance Handbook. This includes determining the
eligibility of candidates and applicants for trustee vacancies against the criteria within
the governing documents and laws of the land;
Attend the AGM and be available to answer relevant questions from members;
Represent NCT externally, as an ambassador of the Board, to promote the charitable
objectives and work of NCT;
To carry out any other roles, responsibilities or duties specified for the Hon. Secretary in
the Articles, this governance handbook or as otherwise agreed by the Board.
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Honorary Treasurer
Purpose
The Hon. Treasurer has Board level oversight of the financial, audit and risk management
arrangements within the NCT group. The key role of the Hon. Treasurer is to maintain an
overview of the NCT Group’s financial affairs, ensuring its financial viability and ensuring that
proper financial records and procedures are maintained.
The Hon. Treasurer plays a leadership role in relation to financial, audit and risk management
arrangements and is there to give fellow Trustees advice, guidance and reassurance on these
matter. However, all Trustees and Trading Board Directors retain their individual and
collective responsibilities for these areas and should each fully engage in and understand the
financial aspects of the charity’s work.
Given NCT’s scale the Hon. Treasurer works with senior employees of the group, in particular
the CEO and Executive Director of Organisational Services, to whom most of this work is
delegated, with the Hon. Treasurer retaining an oversight role.
Responsibilities
The Hon. Treasurer has all of the responsibilities of an individual Trustee, plus the following
additional responsibilities:
• Chair meetings of the Audit, Risk and Scrutiny Committee;
• Agree the committee’s agenda with the Executive Director of Organisational Services
and Company Secretary, ensuring that it reflects the items necessary to meet the
committee’s role as determined by its terms of reference;
• Ensure the committee operates within the provisions of NCT’s Governance Handbook;
• Ensure adequate minutes of committee meetings are prepared;
• Present reports on the committee’s activities to the Board;
• Providing specific support to trustees with limited financial understanding;
• Liaising with the Executive Director of Organisational Services to keep informed about
the financial position and outlook as well as to provide a space within which
confidential discussion can take place;
• Leading in the Board in its duty to ensure that proper accounting records are kept,
financial resources are properly controlled, invested and economically spent, in line
with good governance, legal and regulatory requirements;
• Ensuring that appropriate accounting procedures and controls are in place and
reporting significant weaknesses to the Board;
• Reviewing and raising significant matters with the Chair and Board relating to:
o financial viability and ‘going-concern’
o management accounts
o investment report
o risk register
• Making a formal presentation of the Annual Report at the AGM, drawing attention to
important points in a coherent and easily understandable way, and answering relevant
questions from members;
• Leading, on behalf of the Board, with the selection and retention of auditors;
• Represent NCT externally, as an ambassador of the Board, to promote the charitable
objectives and work of NCT;
• To carry out any other roles, responsibilities or duties specified for the Hon. Treasurer
in the Articles, this governance handbook or as otherwise agreed by the Board.
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Lead Trustee Roles
‘Lead trustee’ roles provide additional support, scrutiny and oversight in priority areas. The
full Board maintains collective responsibility for these areas and receive update reports from
lead trustees at Board meetings.
The Board intends to have lead trustees for Safeguarding and Diversity in place at all times and
the role descriptions for these perpetual lead trustee roles are set out below. Additional, timebound lead trustee roles are created from time to time based on the current work and needs of
the charity. Consistent with committee membership, the appointment of lead trustee roles is at
the discretion of the Chair, taking account of the charity’s needs and the skills, experience and
existing commitments of trustees.
While an individual trustee cannot hold more than one of President, Chair, Vice Chair,
Honorary Secretary or Honorary Treasurer at any time, Trustees, including those holding one
of these positions or committee membership, can hold one or more lead trustees roles at the
same time.

Diversity Lead
The Diversity Lead Trustee has all of the responsibilities of an individual Trustee, plus the
following additional responsibilities:
•
•

Championing NCT’s work on Equality, Diversity and Inclusion at board level;
Acting as guardian of NCT’s Equality and Diversity Policy and its implementation and
effectiveness.
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Safeguarding Lead
Purpose
NCT aims to promote the welfare of all children, young people and adults at risk and is
committed to keeping them safe. We are committed to work in a way that protects all those
who use our services or come into contact with the organisation.
Whilst safeguarding is everyone’s responsibility, and all trustees have a duty of care to NCT
which includes taking the necessary steps to safeguard and take responsibility for vulnerable
beneficiaries, the Safeguarding Lead role has Board level leadership responsibility for the
NCT’s safeguarding arrangements.
The Board level lead has oversight of the organisational approach to safeguarding and is there
to give fellow Trustees advice, guidance and reassurance around safeguarding issues and to
ensure appropriate Executive action. The Board level Safeguarding lead will take active
responsibility for safeguarding.
Given the nature of NCT’s work the Safeguarding lead will work with senior employees of the
NCT group, in particular the CEO and Designated Safeguarding Officer in the Parent Services
Directorate, to whom most of the work is delegated, with the Board level Safeguarding lead
retaining an oversight role.
Responsibilities
The Safeguarding Lead Trustee has all of the responsibilities of an individual Trustee, plus the
following additional responsibilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keeping the Board informed about safeguarding issues so that Trustees can understand
NCT’s overall position;
Providing specific appropriate support to trustees and to the NCT group;
Helping to communicate the level of appropriate rigour the organisation requires in
relation to Safeguarding;
Hold a clear line of accountability for safeguarding all NCT service users including
children, young people and adults;
Hold to account the Executive Management team and Designated Safeguarding officer
for NCT’s safeguarding arrangements;
Oversee key high level strategic planning of safeguarding and ensure it is embedded
across NCT;
View and advise on the safeguarding policies and procedures within NCT and ensure
that NCT remains compliant with all legislation and guidance;
View and advise on the whistleblowing policy and for the oversight of allegations
against staff and volunteers;
Provide scrutiny to the performance of the safeguarding practices and ensure unsafe or
abusive processes or practices do not go unchecked;
Responsible for the oversight of staff and volunteer induction and DBS processes;
Receives reports from the Designated Person for Safeguarding regarding any
safeguarding incidents in NCT and to be responsible for keeping the trustees informed
as appropriate;
Supports the Designated Safeguarding Officer in audits or when engaging with other
public bodies such as the police or local authority for serious incidents.
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Company Secretary and Head of Planning and Governance
Article 20 allows that the Trustees may appoint and remove a Company Secretary. The
expectation is that there shall be a Company Secretary who will undertake the following duties,
as recommended by Companies House3:










Maintain the statutory registers of members, Directors, charges and the secretary;
Ensure statutory information, such as accounts and the annual return, is properly filed;
Provide members with proposed written resolutions and auditors with any passed
resolutions;
Send copies of resolutions and agreements to Companies House;
Supply members of the company with notice of general meetings and make available
other information such as resolutions and accounts for general meetings;
Keep copies of the minutes of proceedings at general meetings;
Ensure people entitled to do so can inspect company records;
Maintain information registered with the Charity Commission including filing the
annual return and accounts;
Support the Board generally and the Chair and Honorary Officers specifically in relation
to matters of governance.

Our Company Secretary is also our Head of Planning and Governance and their wider job
description is provided below in overview.


Providing critical support to the Board, executive and leadership teams, including
specific responsibility for:
o facilitating strategic and annual planning - including continual improvement in
process and liaising very closely with the communications team to drive
engagement in and understanding of NCT’s strategy and operational plan;
o ensuring timely and accurate reporting on the strategy, plan and other agreed
aspects of business – including continual improvement in the use of data to drive
decision-making and forward planning;
o aligning and driving the agenda and agreed actions of the Board, its
subcommittees, executive and leadership teams, to ensure cohesion across the
three top teams;
o supporting the Board to identify and implement improvements to NCT’s
governance structures, processes and organisational policies and procedures;
o ensuring corporate risk is identified and managed actively and continually;
o leading the day-to-day work of executive-chaired incident teams established in
response to issues of critical risk;
o compliance, including serving as Company Secretary.

This post reports into the Chief Executive and is a member of the executive team.

3

Directors and Secretaries, GBA1, Companies House, May 2009.
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How Board works
Meetings
Planned schedule
Board will meet five times per year in 2018-19 and six times per year from 2019-20 onwards.
An annual schedule of Board and committee meetings is based on our planning, budgeting and
reporting cycle and is agreed at least 12 and ideally 18 months in advance each October. This
takes account of our internal approach to planning and budgeting, the imperative of agreeing
an annual plan and budget before 1 April and of meeting all statutory reporting duties.
Formal notice
Article 17.5 states that seven clear days’ notice must be given for a Board meeting, unless all of
the Trustees agree or urgent circumstances require shorter notice.
Notice of the meeting will make the time and location clear, as well as the general particulars of
the meeting.
Cancelling meetings
The Chair can cancel meetings but only in an emergency and with the agreement of the ViceChair.
Format and procedure
As per Article 17.11, Board meetings are expected to be face-to-face but can be held by
telephone or televisual means. The Trustees need to resolve to use any other electronic or
virtual means.
The Chair determines the format and procedure of meetings within the terms of this handbook.
Agenda and papers
The agenda constitutes formal notice of a meeting.
The agenda includes minutes and matters arising; confirmation of NCT membership; apologies;
declarations of interest; record of previous actions and the status of their implementation; the
reporting bundle (including risk, management accounts, safeguarding, executive and quality
reports); committee minutes, and; strategic items.
The aim is always to spend the majority of time on strategic items after sufficient time has been
given to reporting to understand risk and performance at Board level.
The Chair and Chief Executive typically draft the agenda with the Head of Planning and
Governance. Any Trustee may request a paper be submitted to Board, to the Chair and it is
expected that the Chair shall regularly review Board’s view on the range and quality of papers
coming to Board. The Chair’s decision on the agenda is final.
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Papers should accompany the agenda seven days in advance but papers can be sent fewer than
seven days in advance or tabled at the meeting, although this is not good practice and is only
used when absolutely necessary.
All papers should be clear as to whether the item is for information, discussion or decision.

Minutes and record keeping
Minutes do not list who said what. They aim to capture key aspects and the nature of
discussion and, of course, clearly record decisions, agreed actions and appointments.
Minutes also capture attendance and apologies; conflicts of interest; and decisions made since
the last meeting without a meeting (see below).
To help produce minutes, meetings may be recorded where trustees consent. Recordings will
be available only to the minute taker and Chair and destroyed once minutes have been agreed.
Minutes are published on babble (NCT’s Intranet) after they are agreed at the next meeting
with any legitimately confidential information redacted, for example, where the Board
discussed matters that are commercially sensitive or if the matter relates to an individual, or is
for any other reason reasonably considered confidential. Minutes of closed sessions will not be
published.
Papers and minutes are to be saved electronically and securely.
Trustees have the right to request minutes, papers and agendas of previous meetings.
Former Trustees do not have the right to retain minutes, papers and agendas but may request
copies of any which relate to the period in which they served. The Chair approves or refuses
such requests and determines if any express stipulations should be agreed, and must note their
decision at the next Board meeting.
Emergency meetings
A meeting can also be called more urgently by the Chair if they determine the matter to be
urgent. The Chair’s decision on what constitutes urgent is final. This means the Chair can call a
Board meeting at a date, time and location (or as a teleconference) as they determine is
appropriate to the circumstances.
Article 17.4 makes clear that the Chair must call a meeting if five or more Trustees ask them to
(or two if the number of Trustees is nine or fewer). If the Chair fails to do so those Trustees
may do so. In this instance the meeting must take place not fewer than seven and not more
than 21 days after it has been called and must be a face-to-face meeting at the registered office
unless all trustees intending to attend agree otherwise.
The agenda for emergency meetings is expected to comprise only apologies, confirmation of
NCT membership, declarations of interest and the urgent matter or matters under discussion.
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Visitors
The public
Board (and committee meetings) are not public meetings and members of the public may not
attend unless invited by the Chair (or Committee Chair where relevant).
Members
Members may attend Board meetings to observe. If they wish to do so they are asked to give
the Chair as much notice as possible and they must give the Chair a clear two weeks’ notice.
The Chair may determine some or all items to be closed to members. The Chair will not
designate a section closed unreasonably but where the matter is legitimately confidential
(where, for example, the Board will be discussing matters that may be commercially sensitive,
or may relate to confidential or privileged legal advice, or if the matter relates to an individual,
or is for any other reason reasonably considered confidential).
Guests
The Chair may invite anyone else to attend the whole or a relevant section of the Board
meeting if their presence is judged to be helpful to aid discussion, decision-making or Board
evaluation and development
Staff
Executive team are expected to attend Board meetings.
At each meeting it is expected that the Board will meet without any of the executive team and
that they might also meet with the Chief Executive alone for a section of every other meeting.
Members of leadership team also often contribute to specific items.
For all visitors
The Chair’s decision on who may attend any meeting or part of a meeting and participate in
any item is final.
Only Trustees (and, where relevant, independent, co-opted members of committees) ever have
a vote.
All visitors undertake to sign and be bound by the relevant sections of the Code of Conduct. In
particular, visitors must at all times respect the confidence of Trustees and in no circumstances
share the opinions of individual Trustees.
Decisions at Board meetings
Recommendations for decisions should be clearly set out in the relevant paper.
Decisions can be determined by common consent and this is preferred. The Chair can choose to
ask for a show of hands or use a secret ballot but secret ballot should only be used in
exceptional circumstances.
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In the case of a vote, decision is by simple majority unless the Chair decides beforehand that a
two-thirds majority is more appropriate.
Article 17.2 makes clear that the Chair has the casting vote if required.
If the Chair is conflicted on an item, the Vice Chair stands in. If the Vice Chair is also conflicted,
Trustees elect a chair of that item who has the casting vote on that item.
Decisions do not need proposers and seconders and how individual Trustees used their vote
will only be recorded if individual trustees specifically request the minutes to show this.
Any rescinding of a Board decision must be made after consideration at a future meeting.
Decisions outside of Board meetings
In general, decision-making should take place at Board meetings. In accordance with Article
17.12, if it is not possible to hold a Trustee meeting and the matter requires a decision
urgently, a decision can be made without holding a meeting.
The Company Secretary or in their absence a deputy should arrange an electronic vote in
accordance with the provisions of the Articles, which shall usually comprise of resolutions in
writing being circulated to the Trustees for their consideration.
The Chair determines whether a matter warrants a decision in this way.
Where the urgency of the situation permits, Trustees must have at least 48 hours to consider
the decision and the deadline for return of votes must be clearly set out.
The decision and accompanying information shall be clearly set out.
Decision is by simple majority unless the Chair decides a two-thirds majority is more
appropriate.
The Chair must inform all Trustees of the result, and generally this will include information on
how each Trustee voted unless the Chair has determined that a secret ballot is required. Secret
ballots should only be used in exceptional circumstances.
The decision is dated at the date voting closed.
The decision must be noted at the next Board meeting and included in the minutes of that
meeting. If the decision is judged by the Chair to be reasonably confidential, it will be minuted
as a closed session and not published.
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Electing the Chair, Vice Chair, Honorary Secretary and Honorary Treasurer
The Chair, Vice Chair, Honorary Secretary and Honorary Treasurer are elected by Trustees.
Any Trustee may stand for election but an individual cannot hold more than one of the offices
of Chair, Vice Chair, Honorary Secretary, Honorary Treasurer or President at any one time.
It is agreed that if the Chair is an elected Trustee, the Vice Chair should be an appointed
Trustee (provided an appointed Trustee is willing to serve as Vice Chair) and vice versa.
All Trustees are expected to vote and be mindful of the role description as they do.
Candidates are expected to circulate a written statement setting out why they wish to apply
and why they believe they are suitable and this will usually be circulated with board papers for
the meeting at which the election will take place. Candidates may also be asked to speak to
their candidature at the meeting and will leave for the vote. Where more than one role is
available, candidates may put themselves forward as a candidate for more than one role but an
individual cannot hold more than one of the offices of Chair, Vice Chair, Honorary Secretary,
Honorary Treasurer or President at any one time.
Where one valid nomination is received, that nominee may be elected on a majority approval
by show of hands of those present plus votes cast in advance to the Company Secretary where
a Trustee in unable to attend in person. For the election of the Vice Chair, Honorary Secretary
and Honorary Treasurer, the Chair will have a casting vote, and for the election of the Chair the
Vice Chair will have the casting vote.
Where there is more than one candidate for a position the election will take place by secret
ballot using the ‘Instant Run Off’ form of alternative vote system administered by the Company
Secretary. An option of ‘none of the above’ must be included on such ballot papers to ensure
that the elected candidate has attained a majority approval from those voting. Where Trustees
are unable to attend the meeting in person ballot papers may be submitted to the Company
Secretary in advance.
The President supports the Company Secretary with the election of the Chair, Vice Chair,
Honorary Secretary and Honorary Treasurer.
If at any point there is no Chair, the Vice Chair assumes this position until a Chair is chosen.
The Chair, Vice Chair, Honorary Secretary and Honorary Treasurer will serve for two year
terms. They can be re-elected as many times as their Trustee term of office allows.
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How Board delegates
Introduction
The Board delegate powers to committees, task and finish groups, incident teams, Honorary
Officers and the executive and leadership teams.
Delegation is framed by two essential points.
It is important to be clear that the Trustees are responsible for the charity, as set out at the
start of this handbook. Delegating decisions and authority does not hand over ultimate
responsibility. It is important all Trustees understand this and the Code of Conduct embodies
this principle.
The Board’s approach to delegation is as important as the letter of policy. Trustees delegate: on
the basis of two-way trust; within the context of clear strategic and operational plans and
budgets; underpinned by satisfying themselves that they have in place clear, proportionate
reporting mechanisms; within the limits set out in the responsibilities and authority matrix
(Appendix 5) and; above all, an appropriate working knowledge of the charity and the
executive and leadership teams.
This means that:


The Board agrees the strategic and long-term direction and goals for NCT, and reviews
performance against them.



Within this direction and these goals, management is empowered and enabled by the
Board to take whatever action is necessary.



The Board aims to set the minimum possible constraint on management’s delegated
authority, consistent with Trustees’ legal responsibilities and duties under charity and
company law, and the Articles and other associated policies and guidelines.

Any action taken within delegated authority must be within the terms of our Articles, this
handbook, the Companies Act and the Responsibilities and Authority Matrix set out in
Appendix 5.
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Committees
At present, there are two standing committees for Audit, Risk and Scrutiny and for
Nominations and Remuneration. The Audit, Risk and Scrutiny Committee is chaired by the
Honorary Treasurer and the Nominations and Remuneration Committee is chaired by the
Honorary Secretary.
Their terms of reference are set out below. These are reviewed annually by each committee
supported by the Company Secretary and approved by the full Board.
Minutes and matters arising from each committee are on each Board agenda.
Each year, at the December or March meetings following the AGM, the Chair of the Board will
actively review committee memberships and with the current Committee Chairs determine
committee membership for the following year. Committees should have no more than three or
four permanent members, and membership should serve the Board and charity’s needs based
on skills and experience, the agenda for the coming year, and mindful of the need to manage
conflicts of interest and loyalty. This is expected to be a collaborative and uncontentious
process, though it instances of contention, the Chair’s decision on committee membership is
final.
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Audit, Risk and Scrutiny Committee Terms of Reference
The Audit, Risk and Scrutiny Committee is a Committee of the Board of Trustees, with
responsibility across both NCT Charity and NCT Trading Ltd.
Responsibilities
The committee has the following specific responsibilities:
Reporting
 Monitoring the integrity of financial and performance reports;
 Reviewing significant emerging issues.
Analysis
 Undertaking in-depth analysis of any aspect of the charity’s service delivery as
requested by the Board.
Budgets
 Setting the framework for the three-year strategic budget;
 Reviewing the proposed annual operating budget prior to full Board consideration.
Controls
 Ensuring the effectiveness of the charity’s financial and other internal controls;
 Ensuring that arrangements are in place for employees, volunteers, NCT
Practitioners or others to raise concerns, in confidence, about possible wrongdoing
in financial or other matters, and ensuring that these arrangements allow for
independent investigation and for appropriate follow-up action.
Risk




Ensuring that processes are in place for regular and systematic identification,
assessment and management of risk:
 clearly linked to the achievement of the charity’s strategy
 covering all types of risk (financial, governance, operational and reputational)
 focusing primarily on major risks, ensuring that these are managed
appropriately and in line with agreed risk policy
 ensuring appropriate insurances are in place
Keeping the risk policy and associated management processes under review to
ensure they remain appropriate to the charity’s needs and respond to external
developments as they arise.

Audit and statutory reporting
 Recommending the appointment, reappointment, and (if necessary) removal of the
external auditor, following an appropriate selection process, and oversee the
relationship with them, considering any issues that arise (including the supply of
non-audit services);
 Approving the annual audit plan;
 Reviewing the findings and effectiveness of the audit – including management’s
response to the audit findings and ensuring that its recommendations are followed
up;
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Approving in draft the Annual Report and Accounts, prior to full Board approval,
including public disclosure of any payments to Trustees and senior managers;
Reviewing significant returns to regulators, and any financial and other performance
reporting information contained in any other public documents;
Reviewing and challenging as necessary:
 accounting policies and how accounting standards are followed, taking into
account the views of the external auditors
 the charity’s public reporting of financial and other performance information,
and other material information, to ensure clarity and consistency.

Reserves
 Keep the reserves policy under review to ensure that it remains appropriate to the
current and future needs of the charity.
Investments
 Ensuring the investment policy meets current and future needs of the charity;
 Ensuring that the charity’s investments are in line with the charity’s investment
policy, including any financial limits or other restrictions determined by the Board;
 Monitoring the performance of the charity’s investments, giving instructions to the
Investment Manager as considered appropriate;
 Reporting annually to the Board on the performance of NCT’s investments and also
during the year should an urgent matter arise;
 Considering any individual investment opportunities that may arise from time to
time.
Major projects
 Advising the Board and overseeing on their behalf as requested, significant capital
expenditure, or with comparable consequences for running costs, to ensure that
proposals are sound, prior to full Board consideration.
Membership







A minimum of three and a maximum of four Trustees, appointed by the Chair of
Trustees;
The Chair of the Board;
Board may appoint a non-Trustee member with specialist expertise in any area within
the Committee’s remit;
The quorum is three including Trustee and non-Trustee members. None may count
towards the quorum for any matter on which they have a conflict of interest;
The Company Secretary and executive team are expected to attend, absenting
themselves from discussions as deemed appropriate by the Committee Chair or Chair of
Trustees;
Other members of staff may be invited to attend the committee, absenting themselves
from discussions as deemed appropriate by the Committee Chair or Chair of Trustees.

Meetings


Four times a year, in line with our planning, budgeting and reporting cycle. Other
meetings may be held as required but with the aim of not doing so unless absolutely
necessary;
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Meetings are called, run and recorded in line with the relevant sections of the
governance handbook on how the main Board operates.

Review
These terms of reference will be reviewed by the committee every year, with any proposed
changes being recommended to the Board for adoption.
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Nominations and Remuneration Committee Terms of Reference
The Nominations and Remuneration Committee is a Committee of the Board of Trustees.
Responsibilities
The committee has the following specific responsibilities:
Nominations
 Evaluate the mix and balance of skills, knowledge and experience on the Board
through an assessment of current and desired skills;
 Determine any particular skills, diversity and geographic considerations to promote
the need for in Trustee elections;
 Keep under continuous review the vacancies and likely vacancies on the Board;
 Determine the number of elected Trustee vacancies to be filled annually;
 As Trustee vacancies arise, approve the candidate pack for prospective Trustees
including descriptions of the skills, knowledge and experience required,
qualification requirements and the promotion of diversity, including geographic;
 Make recommendations to the Board with regard to appointed and co-opted Trustee
vacancies;
 Ensure that the Board’s membership complies with the requirement (Article 6.3)
that a majority of Trustees must never have been paid by NCT (other than for the
reimbursement of expenses);
 To review election and appointment procedures, making recommendations for any
changes to the Board.
Remuneration
 Review the remuneration policy at least every other year;
 Ensure that the remuneration policy is implemented satisfactorily;
 Recommend to Board the annual cost of living award for staff, submitted in parallel
with the affordability recommendation from the Audit, Risk and Scrutiny
Committee;
 To annually review the remuneration of the Executive Directors, with the Chief
Executive making recommendations to the committee on the remuneration of the
Directors;
 To annually review the remuneration of the Chief Executive, with the Chair of the
Board making recommendations to the committee on the remuneration of the Chief
Executive;
 Review any severance arrangements that have been agreed with staff through the
year in line with the agreed financial standing orders;
 Consider proposals for payments to individual Trustees (or their family members)
for services supplied to the charity, and ensure Charity Commission approval is
obtained where appropriate;
 Review annually the overall levels of permitted expenses for volunteers;
 Consider any other People policies as requested by the Chair of the Board at the
recommendation of the Chief Executive and Head of People;
 To review HR policies and new employee benefits with a potentially significant
financial impact.
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Membership
 A minimum of three and a maximum of four Trustees, appointed by the Chair of
Trustees;
 The Chair of the Board;
 The quorum is three. None may count towards the quorum for any matter on which
they have a conflict of interest;
 The Head of People, Company Secretary, Executive Director for Organisational
Services, and Chief Executive are expected to attend, absenting themselves from
discussions as deemed appropriate by the Committee Chair or Chair of Trustees;
 The Executive Director of Communications and Development and Executive Director
of Parent Services will be invited to attend, absenting themselves from discussions
as deemed appropriate by the Committee Chair or Chair of Trustees.
Meetings
 Twice a year, in line with our planning, budgeting and reporting cycle. Other
meetings may be held as required but with the aim of not doing so unless absolutely
necessary;
 Meetings are called, run and recorded in line with the relevant sections of the
Governance Handbook on how the main Board operates.
Review
These terms of reference will be reviewed by the committee every year, with any proposed
changes being recommended to the Board for adoption.
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Trading Subsidiary Terms of Reference
NCT Trading Limited’s object is to carry on business as a general commercial company to
procure profits and gains for the purpose of paying them to The National Childbirth Trust
“NCT” (charity registration number 801395).
The Board of NCT Charity are responsible for establishing the overarching principles within
which its subsidiary’s trading activities must take place.
Responsibilities
The Trading Board has the following specific responsibilities:











To agree an annual plan and review performance against agreed goals and targets;
To ensure that the company complies with its Articles of Association, with company
law, and with any other legal and regulatory requirements relevant to its activities;
To ensure that NCT Trading Limited is operating within the provisions of the
Commercial Activities Policy agreed by NCT Charity;
To ensure that NCT Trading Limited is operating within the Commercial
Partnerships Framework agreed with NCT Charity;
To ensure that NCT Trading Limited is operating within the provisions of any other
agreements or licence arrangements put in place with NCT Charity;
To regularly review the continuing appropriateness of existing products and
partnerships, and to escalate decisions regarding new and innovative commercial
partnership proposals to the NCT Charity Board for approval where Trading Board
deem it appropriate;
To escalate all high risk decisions to the NCT Charity Board;
Approve the Commercial Fundraising budget before the beginning of the financial
year;
Review the Annual Report and Accounts before the required submission to
Companies House and the Charity Commission, and monitor performance against
budget.

Directors
 A minimum of three and a maximum of four Directors appointed by the charity Board.
The Trading Board Directors have no power to appoint Directors;
 Directors hold office for a term of three years from the date of their appointment at the
end of which they shall be eligible for re-appointment for one further term of three
years;
 Two Director roles will generally be filled by NCT’s Executive Director for
Organisational Services and Executive Director of Communications and Development;
 The Trading Board Directors appoint a Chair who holds office for a period of two years;
 At any time there should, across NCT’s Charity and Trading boards, be both:
o At least one ‘independent’ Charity Trustee, who is neither a Director nor employee
of the Trading Company; and
o At least one ‘independent’ Trading Company Director, who is neither a Charity
Trustee nor employee.
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Other attendees
 The Company Secretary, Chief Executive and other key staff are invited to attend,
absenting themselves from discussions as deemed appropriate by the Chair.
Meetings
 Meeting are held twice per year, in line with planning, budgeting and reporting cycle.
Other meetings may be held as required but with the aim of not doing so unless
absolutely necessary;
 Meetings are called, run and recorded in line with the relevant sections of the Trading
articles;
 The quorum is any three eligible Directors. None may count towards the quorum for
any matter on which they have a conflict of interest.
Review
 These terms of reference will be reviewed by the Trading Board every two years.
 NCT Trustees must regularly review the relationship between the parent charity and
the trading subsidiary. The Charity Chair should meet with the Trading Board Chair and
Chief Executive as often as deemed necessary by the Charity Chair and not less than
once every six months.
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Task and finish teams and incident teams
The Board may also set up task and finish groups to undertake specific work and incident
teams to respond to matters of particular risk or opportunity.
We are wary of not doing everything by committee and the risk of creating unnecessary
bureaucracy. Therefore we set up such a team only when there is a clear need.
However, if considered appropriate the Board may delegate authority on a significant matter.
This will usually be for a fixed period of time and relate to a fast changing situation where full
Board involvement could be detrimental to the outcome.
When we establish such teams, we agree clear terms of reference at the next available Board
meeting including specific delegation of authority. In the case of incident teams these terms of
reference are kept under review at each subsequent meeting.
In the case of incident teams, if material developments occur between Board meetings it is
expected that the team will report back to Board with a written update and/or by convening a
telephone briefing. In all cases, the Board will retain full oversight of all such delegation, and
shall ensure that the terms of reference are specific and clearly defined.
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Delegation to executive and leadership teams
There are three top teams at NCT – Board, Executive and Leadership comprising: Trustees, the
Chief Executive and Executive Directors; and Heads of Service.
Management of NCT is delegated to the executive and leadership teams and further, through
the Chief Executive.
We approach the relationship with our executive and leadership teams on the basis of
transparency and trust.
Some specific authority levels are set out below in Appendix 5. In addition, the Chief Executive
is also expected to bring to the Board’s attention immediately any item of major risk (as
defined in our risk policy) which emerges.
Beyond this, the executive and leadership teams manage NCT within the strategic and
operational plans and budgets agreed by Board in December and March of each year.
Our approach to planning, budgeting and performance management
#ourNCTstory is our ten-year ambition to support all parents across the first thousand days.
Every year we look three years ahead and develop a rolling three-year strategic (or top-level)
plan and budget, called Forward Agenda.
We build our Forward Agenda:
 within the context of #ourNCTstory and its five core goals
 bottom up from what parents, staff, volunteers and practitioners are telling us
 refracted through the current years’ progress and learning and risk re-appraisal
In the autumn:
 Leadership team collectively and in teams input to the three-year plan and budget
 Executive team determine it in draft
 Board approve or amend in December
In January and February leadership and executive team develop the detailed annual
operational plans and budgets that underpin Forward Agenda, the three-year strategy (or toplevel) plan.
The Board and committee cycle builds out from this looking forwards whilst also
accommodating timely reporting, looking back.
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Specific powers reserved to Board
















Agreement of the three year strategic and annual operating plans and budgets
Ensuring risk management is undertaken thoroughly within the charity’s risk policy
Staff remuneration policy and any cost of living award
Key organisation policies without undue interference in the operation of the charity.
This means the Board will approve new, or material changes to, existing operational
and organisational policies for:
Governance and specifically:
 Legal form (corporate structure) for the NCT group as a whole or any part of
it (including any subsidiaries or other such organisations)
 The name for NCT Group or its component parts
 The Articles, subject to the consent of the membership
 This handbook (which incorporates the byelaws and standing orders)
 The structure, size and composition of the Board
 Branch Charter and regional structure
 Governing documents of NCT Trading Ltd or any other subsidiary
 The relationship between the charity and any subsidiaries
 Calling a general meeting of the charity and the proceeding at any such
meeting
Statutory reporting
 Approval of the Annual Report and Accounts
 Changes of accounting policy
 Responsibilities and Authority Matrix
 Appointment and re-appointment of any internal or external auditors,
notwithstanding any legal requirement to defer the decision to the
membership
Assets and contracts. Board approval is required for the following financial matters
unless specifically identified and approved as part of the annual budget:
 Borrowings
 Loans, including the Board satisfying itself that any such loans or similar
financial arrangements are transparent
 Opening bank accounts
 Grants
 Disposals of land and property
 Projects involving major capital expenditure, defined as greater than £100k
or having a major impact on recurrent expenditure
Insurances
Proposals for new major long term partnerships with other external organisations
or changes in existing external relationships
Communications from the Board to members or others
The conduct of general meetings and any resolutions and other associated
documentation to be put to members
Appointment and elections
 Appointment of Trustees, committee memberships, Chair, Vice Chair,
Honorary Secretary and Honorary Treasurer as set out above
 Removal of any Trustee from his or her office as Trustee
 Appointment of a Patron of the Charity
 Ensuring Trustee elections run as set out above
 Appointing or removing the Chief Executive
 Appointing or removing the charity Company Secretary
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Trustee conflicts of interest
 Managing Trustee conflicts of interest in accordance with Board’s policy
 Seeking approval from the Charity Commission for a Trustee or connected
person also to be an employee of the Charity or of NCT Trading Ltd or of any
other subsidiary
 Payment to any Trustee for any goods and services supplied to the charity on
a self-employed basis (other than as an NCT Practitioner for which other
arrangements apply)
Grievances against the Chief Executive.
In order to give the Board the final decision on matters of employee conduct the
charity’s grievance policy has the Board as the final stage of appeal.
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The NCT’s Local Network
As NCT’s bye-laws, Article 1.2 requires that the terms ‘Branch’ and ‘Region’ are defined within
this governance handbook.
Branches
Branches are established by the power of the Board of Trustees (delegated to the Head of
Volunteering and Executive Director of Parent Services) in accordance with the charity’s
Articles and this handbook to act on behalf of NCT in a designated geographic area within a
region. The purpose of branches is to achieve NCT’s aims and objects in their local area.
Branches must act within the terms of NCT’s Articles and policies as well as the laws of the
country in which they operate.
The Branch Charter defines the authority of branches to deliver NCT’s objects and strategy.
Branches are required to comply with the requirements set out in the Charter and changes to it
will accordingly require the Board of Trustees’ approval.
Regions
The charity’s network of branches in the UK is managed through a local network structure in
which support is provided to branches by regional/country teams. Changes to the
country/regional structure will require the Trustees’ approval. The current structure is:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Northern Ireland
Scotland
Wales
North West England
North East England
Yorkshire and the Humber
East Midlands
West Midlands
East of England
South East England
South West England
South Central England
London
Islands (Channel Islands and Isle of Man)

‘Regional Teams’ are the ‘Regional Committees’ provided for in Article 5.29. Such committees
or teams are established to provide support, information and encouragement to branches
within the boundaries of their region, and to improve communication and understanding
throughout NCT. They aim to facilitate the fullest possible communication on a day-to-day
basis between members, volunteers, and employees. They also promote close contact and
cooperation between and amongst branches within their area.
Regional Coordinators are volunteers who lead the regional teams. Regional team composition
will reflect the needs of each region. Other volunteers will be sought to assist the coordinator
in supporting branches, providing training, and managing regional/country funds.
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Appendix 1: NCT Code of Conduct for Trustees
NCT Trustees are expected to conduct themselves with professionalism and to act in the
charity’s best interests. This Code of Conduct describes what is expected, and the potential
consequences of any serious breach of this Code.
This Trustee Code of Conduct sets out the standards and behaviours, in no order of priority,
expected by NCT from NCT’s Board of Trustees (individually and collectively) when acting on
behalf of, or representing, the charity. It is not a list of trustees’ legal duties.
The Board seeks to ensure that NCT inspires confidence and trust amongst its beneficiaries,
volunteers, members, staff, supporters and partners. It will do this by demonstrating individual
and collective integrity and avoiding any potential or real situations of undue bias or influence
in the decision-making of the charity and in its dealings.
Standards of conduct
Trustees must adhere to the highest standards of conduct in the performance of their duties.
This code of conduct respects and endorses the principles of good governance in the Charity
Governance Code 2017, and incorporates the 7 principles of public life (the ‘Nolan Principles’):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Selflessness
Integrity
Objectivity
Accountability
Openness
Honesty
Leadership

(The Nolan Principles of conduct in public life apply to the conduct of individual trustees - as
opposed to the Charity Governance Code principles, which apply to governance of the whole
charity. Nolan Principles are used widely in Codes of Conduct and are recommended for
charities and public sector bodies. See https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-7principles-of-public-life/the-7-principles-of-public-life--2)
As a Trustee of NCT I promise to:
Focus





ensure that everything the charity does is intended to achieve the purposes for which it
is set up, and no other purpose;
uphold and support the charity’s agreed mission, vision, strategy, policies and plans;
keep myself informed about the charity’s work and the external environment.

Be accountable



seek to inform myself about the views of stakeholders including beneficiaries, staff,
practitioners, volunteers and members, and to consider them when making decisions;
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understand that my duty is to the charity as a whole and its beneficiaries, not to represent
the interests or views of any particular stakeholder group;
be accountable to the charity’s beneficiaries, to my fellow Trustees, to the members of the
charity, to regulatory authorities, and to the public.

Comply





uphold and comply with the charity’s governing documents, this Code and the Trustees’
Conflict of Interest Policy;
take ultimate responsibility for safeguarding the charity’s beneficiaries and ensure
appropriate safeguarding processes, policies and procedures are in place;
comply with and uphold the Charity’s Data Protection policy.

Understand




be aware of, understand and comply with my legal duties and responsibilities as a charity
Trustee and as a company director;
research or seek advice from the Company Secretary or other suitable professional if any
aspect of my legal obligation is unclear.

Take advice




apply any relevant expertise and experience I have, including professional expertise, to
the decision-making process;
ensure that appropriate professional advice is obtained where necessary, including legal,
reputational, regulatory and financial, and followed, unless Trustees are able to put
forward clear and justifiable reasons not to do so.

Manage conflicts






act in accordance with the Charity’s Conflict of Interest policy (set out in Appendix 2 of
this handbook);
act with integrity and honesty and at all times in the best interests of the charity as a
whole;
avoid situations where any personal, family or professional interests or loyalties may
result in actual or potential conflicts of interest with those of the charity or have undue
influence over my decision-making;
always declare a conflict of interest or loyalty, and where appropriate to opt out of
decisions that will affect myself, a family member, close friend or professional associate
directly.

Accept collective responsibility






accept collective responsibility for all areas of NCT’s and the Board’s work and inform
myself about issues which are unfamiliar to me;
engage fully in collective decision-making of the Board, asking questions and expressing
any concerns or disagreement openly and honestly;
understand that whilst I am entitled to abstain from voting, or to have my opposition to
a decision recorded formally, as a Trustee I am still bound by collective responsibility
even for a Board decision with which I do not agree, or from which I was absent;
respect, support, carry out and do not undermine decisions made collectively or by Board
majority, and to consider resigning if I am not prepared to accept collective responsibility
for such a decision.
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Promote a positive Board culture








seek to promote a Board culture which is open, inclusive and respectful of diversity in all
of its forms;
contribute to Board discussion in a considered and constructive way, listening carefully
to other points of view, and challenging sensitively;
work constructively and respectfully with fellow Trustees, the chief executive and
executive and leadership teams, staff, volunteers, practitioners, members and others
within the Charity;
respect and support the leadership roles of the Chair, the executive, and any other staff
and volunteers having responsibility for any aspect of the charity’s work;
never allow personal differences or divergence of views to undermine the charity’s
progress, the work of Board, collective decision-making or responsibility;
privately speak to the Chair, in the first instance, if I am unsure or concerned about any
aspect of my role, the work of the Board or Charity; or to the Vice Chair if more
appropriate.

Respect confidentiality




respect confidentiality on any matter, even after leaving the office of trustee;
understand that Board confidentiality should not restrict genuine whistleblowing, with
respect to which any concerns should be reported to the relevant authority after all
internal avenues have been exhausted.

Maintain appropriate boundaries





respect and support the authority delegated to the chief executive and, through them, to
others for the day to day management of the charity;
maintain clear and appropriate boundaries between my Trustee role and any other roles
I have within NCT, recognising the potential for conflict of interest or loyalty;
understand that I am accountable to NCT staff when acting as a volunteer or practitioner.

Uphold our reputation





uphold the public reputation of the charity, including holding ultimate and absolute
responsibility for the charity’s brand, even if licensed to other entities;
to behave at all times as an ambassador for the Board;
to conduct myself in public forums (including any personal social media accounts) in such
a way as to uphold NCT’s good reputation, even after leaving the office of trustee, and
especially with regard to matters that may reasonably be deemed contentious or having
been discussed in closed session.

Commit to my own learning and development




seek guidance and help in my role as a Trustee if I feel I need it or in response to feedback,
and participate in processes to review and evaluate Board and Trustee performance;
engage fully with any performance appraisal or skills audit exercises used to assess the
skills and competencies available to the charity and to identify areas for future
development and training.

Be clear about my commitment



contribute fully and actively to the work of the Board of Trustees. At a minimum this
means making every effort to prepare for and attend meetings of the full Board, read
Board papers, take part in any decisions outside of Board meetings, and participate in
induction, training and development activities for Trustees;
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strive to serve my full term of office but also to consider resigning if I can no longer
commit the time and resources that the role requires;
understand that if I am absent from two consecutive Board meetings without good cause,
I may be removed as a Trustee as set out in NCT’s Articles of Association;
actively support this Code of Conduct.

Should I believe that a Trustee is, or that multiple Trustees are, acting inappropriately or in
breach of this code of conduct, I will instigate (anonymously via the Company Secretary) an
investigation as is outlined below. I will respect and uphold the Board’s final decision following
a hearing and consideration of all available evidence.
Breaches of this code
Any suspected substantial breaches of this code shall be considered in the first instance by the
Company Secretary, who, together with two trustees: the Chair, or Vice Chair, or Chair of the
Nominations and Remuneration Committee, or any other Board member (in that order, if any
is implicated in a suspected breach) will decide whether the suspected breach is serious
enough to warrant investigation. Investigation will be led by the Company Secretary plus two
Trustees: where possible, one appointed and one elected, nominated by the Board by majority
vote of those not conflicted. A report on the findings of the investigation, along with any
recommendations, will be brought to a closed session of the Board of Trustees.
Possible sanctions available to the Board include, but are not limited to, the following actions,
which are listed in no particular order:






requirement for the Trustee in question to undertake relevant and appropriate training
removal of Honorary Officer position
formal disciplinary letter recorded on the trustee’s file
request to resign as a trustee of the charity
removal of NCT membership

If a majority of the non-conflicted Trustees are not content that an internal investigation has
been, or can be, suitably impartial, they may commission an independent complaint review.
Declaration
I understand that substantial breach of any part of this code may result in sanctions being
brought against me, including being asked to resign from the Trustee Board or, where the breach
is particularly significant, removal of my NCT membership that would render me ineligible to
serve on NCT’s Board. Should this happen I will be given the opportunity to be heard. I will
respect the Board’s final decision by majority vote, following a hearing and consideration of all
available evidence, on such a matter.
Signed
…………………………………………………………
Name

…………………………………………………………

Date
…………………………………………………………
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Appendix 2: Conflicts of Interest Policy
Trustees owe a duty of loyalty to the charity and must always act in its best interests. Failure
to do so may constitute a breach of trust and may result in the Trustee being personally liable.
Trustees must act in accordance with the charity’s Articles (Article 18 deals with conflicts of
interest and Article 6 with trustee benefits) and must properly manage situations where there
may be a conflict of interest.
All existing and new trustees shall receive a copy of this policy and shall be deemed to have
accepted it.
Introduction
NCT is committed to the exemplary management of any conflict of interest that may arise and
specifically to following best practice as determined by the Charity Commission as set out in its
guidance ‘A guide to conflicts of interest for charity trustees’ and ‘Trustees expenses and
payments’, and any updated or subsequent guidance issued from time to time. As a company
NCT also acknowledges the statutory duties, derived from the Companies Act 2006, and with
which this policy is compliant.
Register of interests
The Company Secretary maintains the ‘Register of Interests’. Trustees complete the entry upon
election or appointment and must review and if necessary update their entry at least annually
(but for the avoidance of doubt any updates should be made as soon as possible and should not
await the Trustee’s next scheduled annual review) The responsibility is with the Trustee to
update their entry during the year if there are relevant changes in their circumstances.
If a Trustee declares an interest later than the appropriate time, or another person reports that
a Trustee has failed to declare an interest, the matter shall be referred to the Company
Secretary who shall investigate the matter and, if applicable, report the matter to the NCT
Board and report thereon to the Charity Commission.

When a conflict of interest can arise
A conflict of interest will arise if a Trustee has any direct or indirect interest in a matter
(whether personal, by virtue of a duty of loyalty to another organisation or otherwise) and that
interest conflicts, or could conflict, with the interests of the charity. A conflict of interest
includes a conflict of loyalty; that is a conflict between any duty a Trustee owes to the charity
and any duty he or she owes to another person or organisation.
Conflicts of interest are not just about personal benefits or benefits received by people or
organisations connected with a Trustee. Certainly, the conferring of such benefits will give rise
to conflicts which need to be authorised and managed. However, a conflict (or appearance or
possibility of a conflict) can arise simply because a Trustee has interests in or loyalty or other
duties owed to other organisations or people whose interests might conflict with those of the
charity.
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Specifically the Charity Commission considers that a conflict of interest can arise under the
following circumstances:
 Payments to a Trustee for goods or services;
 Award of a contract to an organisation in which a Trustee has a financial interest;
 Employment of a Trustee by the charity;
 Employment of a former Trustee who resigned to take up a position as an employee;
 Indirect benefit through the above occurring to a ‘connected person’ to a Trustee, as
defined below;
 Payments to a user of charity services who is also a Trustee;
 Conflicts of loyalty when a Trustee is also a Trustee of another organisation or is
appointed by another organisation which is in some way connected such as through
funding.
This policy covers each of these circumstances as well as some additional ones more specific to
NCT.
For example, a conflicts of interest may arise where a Trustee is a member, employee, Director
or Trustee of another organisation which does, or may, compete with goods or services
provided by NCT or which may benefit from confidential information from NCT which would
be acquired by a person in the course of being an NCT Trustee.
Some NCT members, who may stand for election as Trustees, also work for NCT either on an
employed or self-employed basis as an NCT Practitioner. NCT recognises that this is a potential
conflict of interest that requires management but does not preclude an NCT Practitioner from
being a Trustee. NCT’s Articles provide specific conditions which limit the extent to which
Trustees can be paid for services provided and safeguard NCT by imposing an overarching
requirement that only a minority of Trustees can be remunerated by NCT.

Conflicts of loyalty
As explained above, a conflict of loyalty is a conflict between any duty a Trustee owes to the
charity and any duty he or she owes to another person or organisation.
Being a member of one Board does not automatically result in a conflict of loyalty when one
Board is being discussed at another Board. However, a Trustee should declare a potential
conflict of interest and should withdraw if they feel unable to put the interests of the charity
whose Board meeting they are attending first. Where Trustees are uncertain they should
consult the Company Secretary who will give non-binding advice.
NCT’s approach to managing conflicts of interest
NCT’s general approach to managing conflicts of interests is as follows:
 Use pre-appointment screening to avoid appointing Trustees considered too conflicted
to appoint (see below for a fuller explanation of how this is done);
 Maintain a record of the interests of each Trustee (which could lead to conflicts of
interest) in the Register of Interests, with each Trustee having responsibility for
regularly updating this;
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Make fellow Trustees aware a Trustee may have a conflict of interest by reporting
relevant conflicts of interest at the start of meetings, and each agenda for meetings
should include an item for declaration of interests and identification of conflicts;
Where there is a potential benefit to the Trustee, this benefit must be authorised in
accordance with NCT’s Articles;
Seek Charity Commission approval when it is necessary to do so for benefits that are not
authorised by the Articles or require Charity Commission approval under the Articles;
Stop conflicted Trustees from taking part in decision making on matters where they are
conflicted. For the avoidance of doubt, conflicted Trustees may, where deemed
appropriate and in the best interests of the charity by the Chair, or Vice Chair in the case
of the Chair being conflicted, be asked to participate in discussion of the matter in
question but will be excluded from decision-making and voting on the matter, and shall
not be counted in the quorum for any such decision.
Adopt appropriate procedures to manage conflicts once they have been authorised and
keep a record of discussions and decisions made in relation to this.

Duties of a Trustee
Trustees have an overriding duty to act in the best interests of NCT. Trustees cannot receive
any financial benefit from being a Trustee of NCT unless the benefit has been explicitly
authorised. Trustees have a duty to follow this Conflict of Interest policy.
In dealing with actual or potential conflicts of interest, the responsibility lies with the Trustee
to:
 Identify that the potential for a conflict exists;
 Complete and keep up-to-date their declaration in the Register of Interests;
 Report conflicts of interest at the start of any meeting of the Board where conflicted
matters are under discussion;
 Take advice from the NCT Chair, meeting Chair or Company Secretary if they are unsure
if a conflict of interest exists.
Definition of ‘Connected Persons’
A Trustee or Director can be conflicted indirectly through their relationship to other people or
organisations. For the purposes of this policy NCT defines a connected person using the
definitions used in the Charity Commission’s model articles. This states that ‘connected
person’ means:
1. a child, parent, grandchild, grandparent, brother or sister of the Trustee;
2. the spouse or civil partner of the Trustee or of any person falling within clause (1)
above;
3. a person carrying on business in partnership with the Trustee or with any person falling
within clause (1) or (2) above;
4. an institution which is controlled –
a. by the Trustee or any connected person falling within clause (1), (2), or (3)
above; or
b. by two or more persons falling within sub-clause 4(a), when taken together
5. a body corporate in which –
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a. the Trustee or any connected person falling within clause (1), (2) or (3) has a
substantial interest; or
b. two or more persons falling within clause (5)(a) who, when taken together, have
a substantial interest.
Declaring an interest at Board or committee meetings
Having reviewed the agenda where a Trustee believes themselves to be conflicted they should
declare their interests at the start of each meeting.
If the Trustee concerned does not believe they are conflicted but another Trustee does believe
them to be conflicted, they will be given an opportunity to state the reasons why they believe
this to be the case. The potentially conflicted Trustee, and the Trustee raising the issue, will then
be asked to withdraw from the meeting and the remaining Trustees will have the opportunity to
discuss the potential conflict with the meeting chair making the final decision on whether the
Trustee has the right to vote on the matter in question. In making this decision the chair should
remain mindful of the potential impact that exclusion from one issue may have on their fellow
Trustee’s ability to fulfill their role in more general terms.
Where Trustees are in doubt concerning any situation they should initially seek advice from
the Company Secretary.

Payments to Trustees allowable under NCT’s Articles
Where a Trustee may obtain a benefit this creates additional considerations and Trustees
should refer to NCT’s Articles, specifically Articles 6.2 – 6.4.
NCT’s Articles prohibit the payment of Trustees for acting in their capacity as Trustees but allow
Trustees to be paid for goods and services supplied to NCT (provided they are not supplied in
their capacity as a Trustee), and, if specifically authorised by the Charity Commission, also to be
remunerated as an employee of the NCT.
Where a Trustee is to receive either payment for goods and services or as an employee, the
relevant Trustee must not be present, vote, or be part of the quorum when the Board is
considering the matter.
The Board may only authorise payments to Trustees allowable under NCT’s Articles when they
consider it to be in the best interests of NCT to contract with or employ a Trustee rather than a
non-Trustee; record the reasoning within the relevant minutes; and avoid a situation where
the majority of the Board receive any payments of these types.
NCT’s articles make clear that Trustees may receive reasonable and proper out-of-pocket
expenses.
Trustee participation in NCT competitions
A conflict of interest could arise if a Trustee was a winner of a competition, raffle or similar
event organised by the NCT or organisation of which they are a Trustee. The contributions of
Trustees to such events are valuable. However, to avoid the risk of Trustees being seen to
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benefit from the higher profile nationally organised competitions, Trustees and connected
persons may not enter such competitions. Trustees who wish to support such activities
financially may make a donation instead.
The reputational risk of a Trustee winning a small branch or regional competition is
insignificant and so there is no bar on entering such events.

Screening of Candidate Trustees
All prospective Trustees and Directors are expected to complete a Declaration of Interests form
when they are either proposed for appointment or they stand for election to NCT’s Board of
Trustees, or to the Board of Directors of a company or other entity connected to NCT.
Thereafter, if appointed or elected to the relevant Board, they are expected to complete an
updated form as circumstances change and in any event not less than once every two years.
From these forms the Company Secretary maintains the Register of Interests.
The Company Secretary and Chair of the Nominations and Remuneration Committee reviews a
candidate’s declaration of interests form and determines whether any declared information
bars the candidate being elected or appointed to the Board. This would require the declared
interest to be one which is believed could not be satisfactorily managed by NCT and/or would
not, if applicable, be authorised by the Charity Commission.
For completeness it is noted here that the Company Secretary and Chair of the Nominations
and Remuneration Committee also screen candidates for criteria beyond conflicts of interest;
in particular the requirement, under Article 14.8, that a candidate ‘must fully support the aims
and objects of the Charity’.
No candidate can be appointed to the Board, or any Board Committee, until the Chair of the
Nominations and Remuneration Committee has confirmed that there is no known conflict or
other impediment that precludes the candidate joining.
Trustees as NCT Students
Whilst NCT students may also be Trustees of NCT it is acknowledged that a conflict may arise
in relation to Board decisions concerning matters relating to NCT students; specifically student
fee levels. This conflict must be recorded and the Trustee would not normally be present
during discussion (although the Chair may specifically authorise presence if he/she considers
that it would improve the quality of decision making), vote, or count as part of a quorum
should the Board be determining fee levels or a related matter.
Hospitality and gifts
Trustees should be aware that receiving hospitality from actual or potential business partners
can create a real or perceived conflict of interest with the suggestion that such a partner would
be favored over other less forthcoming partners, or that the partner had applied undue
influence on NCT to contract with them. However, NCT also recognises that hospitality is part of
business culture and in many circumstances is perfectly compatible with normal business
relations. Consequently care should be taken over hospitality that could be perceived as
excessive or disproportionate or create an offence under the Bribery Act.
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Hospitality with a likely overall value in excess of £50 and gifts in excess of £25 must be
reported to the Company Secretary for recording in the Conflict of Interest register which
should be reviewed annually by the Audit, Risk and Scrutiny Committee. Cash should never be
accepted and in other circumstances the Trustee may consider it best practice to decline such
gifts or hospitality. In any event gifts or hospitality from an organisation or person with a value
of more than £500 per financial year should be declined.
Thank you gifts, for example to a retiring Trustee from NCT, may be made in line with the
Charity Commission guidance provided that such gifts should, for all Trustees in total, not
exceed £1,000 in any financial year. In practice it is expected that such gifts would be modest.
Exceptions to this would require the consent of the Chair.

Payment to Trustees for goods and services or as employee
Trustees providing services as an NCT Practitioner should state this on the Register of
Interests, but do require the explicit authority of the Board to undertake this work. However
they should withdraw from any Board discussions to determine Practitioner fee rates or terms
of service. Likewise they may not count towards a quorum or vote on such matters.
In other cases Trustees may be engaged on a self-employed basis, or with Charity Commission
approval, on an employed basis, to carry out a specific short-term project. Where such an
engagement is proposed the consent of the Chair shall be required (or, in the case a proposal to
engage the Chair, the Vice Chair), the matter reported to the Nominations and Remuneration
Committee and the terms of NCT Article 6.3 complied with.
More general employment or long-term self-employed arrangements are not considered
appropriate for NCT Trustees.
A Trustee who wishes to apply for a post with NCT as an employee must resign as a Trustee
before applying for the post and must not take part in any deliberations regarding the creation
or remit of the post. This is to reduce potential reputational damage from allegations of
favoritism and to comply with Charity Commission guidance. For the avoidance of doubt, a
current Trustee cannot be considered for an employed position with NCT other than in the
limited circumstances detailed in this section.
Reporting
Payments to Trustees shall be reported in the annual report in accordance with the
requirements for charity accounts. This shall be in the forms of the year’s payments to Board
members and connected parties categorised as:
 Total expenses payments;
 Total payments for goods and services to Board members;
 Total payments as employee;
 Total payments as Trustees;
 The Register of Interests is accessible to NCT Board members.
Additionally, individual Board and Committee Chairs may see the register of interests for
relevant committee members.
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Applicability to NCT Trading Ltd
This conflict of interest policy has been written for adoption by the Boards of NCT and NCT
Trading Ltd, and any other subsidiary Boards that may be created by NCT in the future. Where
the term Trustee is used in this policy it should be taken to include Company Directors.
Consequently, the policy is applicable to directors of subsidiary companies irrespective of
whether or not they are also trustees within the NCT Group. Notwithstanding this, where there
is a conflict with an organisation’s own Articles they shall have precedence over this policy,
unless they are contrary to legal requirements.
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Appendix 3: Declaration of Conflicts of Interest Form
Declaration of Conflicts of Interest
I ……………………………………… as a new / continuing / candidate / Trustee / Director of
……………………………….. have set out below my interests in accordance with the NCT conflicts of
Interest policy.
To the best of my knowledge, this information is complete and correct. I undertake to update
as necessary the information provided, and, in addition, to review the accuracy of the
information on an annual basis. I give my consent for it to be used for the purposes described
in the Conflicts of Interest policy detailed within NCT’s Governance Handbook and for no other
purpose.
Category

Please give details of the interest and
whether it applies to yourself or, where
appropriate, a member of your
immediate family, connected persons or
some other close personal connection.

Current employment and any previous
employment in which you continue to
have a financial interest.
Appointments (voluntary or otherwise),
e.g. trusteeships, directorships, local
authority membership, tribunals, etc.
Membership of any professional bodies,
special interest groups or mutual support
organisations.
Investments in unlisted companies,
partnerships and other forms of business,
major shareholdings and beneficial
interests.
Gifts of hospitality offered to you by
external bodies and whether this was
declined or accepted in the last twelve
months.
Do you use, or care for a user of the
organisation’s services?
Any contractual relationship with the
charity or its subsidiary.
Any other interests not covered by the
above which could give rise to a conflict of
interest.
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Appendix 4: Election Code of Conduct
As potential future leaders of the NCT’s movement, candidates are expected to conduct
themselves with professionalism, integrity and act in the charity’s best interests throughout
the election process and, if successful, once elected as Trustee.
This Election Code of Conduct describes the standards of conduct expected of candidates
during the election process. Failure to comply with these standards may result in
disqualification from the election process. In signing the Election Code of Conduct, candidates
are confirming that if elected, they will also be bound by the NCT’s Code of Conduct for
Trustees [NB: this will usually be appended to the Election Code of Conduct but to avoid
duplication here can be found in Appendix 1 of this the Governance Handbook] with effect from
their election as Trustee. While individual Trustees are responsible for their own conduct, NCT
will provide support and training to help Trustees to stay compliant.

Election standards of conduct
Throughout the election process I agree to the following standards of conduct:






I will conduct myself with professionalism, integrity and act in the charity’s best
interests;
Act fairly and respectfully to follow candidates and the wider NCT movement
throughout the campaigning and election process;
No NCT funds, for example branch funds, will be spent on campaigning on my behalf in
the election process;
To ensure a level playing field, no paid-for online media/advertising will take place on
my behalf in the election process;
When I am informed of the result of the election I will keep this confidential until the
result has been formally announced at the AGM.

Declaration
In signing this Election Code of Conduct I am confirming that, if elected, I will also be bound by
NCT’s Trustee Code of Conduct. I understand that substantial breaches of the Election Code of
Conduct or Trustee Code of Conduct may result in sanctions being brought against me,
including disqualification from the election process.

Signed
…………………………………………………………
Name
…………………………………………………………
Date
…………………………………………………………
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Appendix 5: Responsibilities and Authority Matrix
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